We had 58 responses from 160 members to our survey. We closed the survey on August 15,
2018.
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What do you think makes members reluctant to lead rides?
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Lack of knowledge regarding routes
unfamiliar with creating a cue sheet and dedicating time to plan a ride
Time commitment
I'm not a regular or active attendee on the club rides. My personal schedule between
home &
Planning a route/cue sheet. Time commitment.
Having the time to organize one. I think you should try to get out the word that rides/cue
sheets are available. And the programs available plan your own routes
The speed of how fast to ride and lose members.
For me, it’s a lack of knowledge of the local roads as I don't live in Frederick and don't
ride there often.
not certain when I could commit
knowledge and ability to respond to rider's mechanical issues if any arise
Lack of confidence or knowledge (my case) of the area.
We are not around Frederick enough
responsibility for other riders
Taking responsibility for a group of unknown riders with widely varying skill levels. It
takes a while to develop familiarity with rider's abilities.
i can only speak for me - my schedule changes daily given family commitments
Riding ability level
I'm not sure I know the steps to get one scheduled but haven't looked on the website to
see if the explanation is there. (I suspect it is).
Not wanting the responsibility.
I cannot speak for other members but since Fred and I are retired, our rides are more
spontaneous. We only ride during the day, 9-3, and we only average 10-11 mph, slower
than others on the club rides we have joined. Also, we are not in a Frederick for much of
the summer or winter.
Having to plan ahead with a busy schedule
They don't want to take the time to plan a ride. They would rather let someone else do the
work and just go for a ride.
Might be concern that if they have to cancel, there is no way to do it easily.
the other riders are more experienced than me...
I know that everyone is faster than me....
Lack of experience.
Fast riders hijacking rides and FUD (Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt).
Not knowing how to do it, not wanting to take responsibility for other riders, not knowing
what to do when something adverse happens.
don't have access to print cue sheet
Some riders don't stay with the group
preparing cue sheets, dealing with members who are too slow for the ride they are on.
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Since we primarily ride the same roads every week, it could be related to a lack of
variety. Also, since some members consistently lead, people may just count on that to
happen each week.
too much responsibility
Others more familiar with roads around Frederick
The responsibility of making sure everyone is okay.
schedule and time commitment
Responsibility
Time coordinating the route
I have no idea. For me, it is logistics and personal health.
?
Laziness
I don’t believe it’s primarily due to external factors. It’s more of a personality thing.
You’re either a ride leader type person if you’re not.
maybe give some guidelines for leaders?
Don't want to take responsibility.
I lead a number of rides before cancer took over. I think there are some members who are
natural leaders and, not to take anything away from them, some who feel more
comfortable as followers
Maps and cue sheets take time to make; easier to just go on some other ride
Herding the cats
Personally, I do not do it because I feel there is no information available about best
practices, standards and expectations for leaders and riders.
Commitment
Worry about making it to the start late after work on weekdays.
No idea
many just need to be asked
Anxiety over being in charge of the attendees; committing to a ride in advance, chancing
that “something better” might come along.
Planning. If there were cue sheets already printed out...
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Happy hours
Beer tasting and dinners - perhaps Keys game
Meeting after a ride late in the day at a brewery or restaurant
not sure exactly.
Maybe
get togethers that are just social and relaxed
I’m new to the club so I’m not sure what all is sponsored. We are planning on moving to
the area and becoming more involved. We did join the club.
whatever the members want
Picnics are fine
Rides with a destination or a gathering; picnic; Holiday gathering
after ride weekend picnic, a happy hour some evening when we are wearing normal
clothing and no helmets.
Spring fling dinner
Not sure, could only select yes or no...
happy hours
social events at breweries
Happy hour
More BBQs and training sessions on say how to attack a hill, how to ride safely in a
peloton, tips to setting up Garmin/Wahoo to Strava, etc.
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Maybe dinners at some of the restaurants in the County
The Steeplechasers do both formal and informal "breakfast runs". I'd love to do
"breakfast rides"!
after ride pot luck get togethers
I’ve bike videos. RAAM, movies. All we need is someone with a good place. Like
McEntire’s basement.
Maybe a Saturday morning ride would be nice.
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What opportunities for improvement should the Club consider?
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More planning ahead showing rides on the calendar well in advanced
Road safety classes
Nothing to suggest as of now.
I don't ride group rides mainly because of the problems with riding the roads with too
many bikes in a group. There are problems caused by large groups of cyclists on roads. I
have been on rides where there are 15 -20 bikes strung out on a road causing cars to pass
dangerously. I usually ride alone for that reason. On group rides keep the number in a
group to 5 or less so the groups are staggered along the roads. Not sure that would even
be helpful since I have near misses by large trucks every time I ride alone.
None at this time
Early morning rides.
For organized charity rides that are not sponsored by FP, better coordinate the FP riders
planning to ride it to meet at a certain time and ride together if they wish. Maybe this is
already happening, and I don't see it--Facebook is perfect for this purpose.
Bike repair and tuning would be great
The club has a small group of dedicated members, Frederick counties to grow with
probably potential riders at various levels and ages. Is there anything that other clubs e.g.
Baltimore Bike Club and Potomac Pedalers are doing that would worth investigating?
Not enough experience with club to respond appropriately. However, the weekly emails
and FB notices are great!
I think you do a wonderful job. Thanks
location of ride starts from places other than Frederick if possible. I live in Mt. Airy and
is a long drive to ride starts in Frederick
Post cue sheets, even if after the fact. This will allow tentative riders to determine
whether they are capable of keeping up
More special rides, not just the weekly rides. You should look at what the club does to
promote cycling by its members - what can it do to help make it easier, better, more
appealing.
I think you do a great job getting riders out, especially the Sunday group.
Arrange with local outfitter to lead scheduled adventure cycling weekend trips with
overnight stay at B&B, SAG support and discount for Frederick Pedalers members.
Try to get our organization in the public eye (ex. In the Street) Try to come up with a
listing and/or maps of paved trails in the area.
posting of last minute rides....for after work whenever it does not rain. maybe add another
ride day it seems so many wed are wet recently or maybe a rain day!
Just more social events/ possibly a camping trip as a group
Open organized ride sponsorship/management (i.e. Tour of Frederick, Civil War Century,
etc.)
One thing I would like to see is more people leading rides, especially the faster riders.
And to keep the rides at the proper pace. There is a group of fast riders who ride on the
Wednesday evening rides and really push the pace, but almost none of them will lead a B
or B+ ride...
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These are some ideas that occurred to me over the past years. These might not be good
ideas: ~ Sunday morning rides starting at 0730 or 0800 ~ Rides starting from somewhere
other than Utica Park ~ Online repository of cue sheets with a chance to comment on cue
sheets to note bad traffic patterns or poor road maintenance or terrific views
more B/BB rides. Currently most rides are geared towards C riders.
Supported bike camping or bike touring rides
honing in on a younger generation of riders or reaching out to rider wanna-be's and
showing them the ropes
I am happy with the club
I would like more Saturday C rides.
Promoting safety by engaging city/county executives to ride with us.
Not sure
Fine the way it is
With social media, clubs are obsolete & unnecessary.
Many improvements have already been made over the last few years. Nothing to suggest
right now.
Offer more rides. . .guidelines for "how to" lead. Kinda sad that there are not more rides
listed. . .I stopped leading a few years ago, my riders just went off on their own, no
regard to "C" or "CC" pace. I gave up leading.
More weekend rides. Some people don't get home from work in time to get to the
weekday rides.
Try to make the monthly meetings that usually only the officers attend a social event.
Utica is great if you live in the area, but adding an hour travel time to a 2 hour ride is not
worth it for some of us. Add other start locations.
Try to get younger riders interested
We should certainly have some group riding development workshops. On CC and B
rides, standards for how to ride in a group seem to be determined by each individual
rider. This leads to a general disorganization, which is at times inconvenient and
inefficient and at times dangerous. In general, the club assumes people know a lot, and
assumes that people will police each other or fill in those who have gaps in their
knowledge.
Maybe a D ride on weekends
More young riders. More fast AND slow rides. There used to be a variety of rides on the
calendar - now the calendar is almost empty, bar a few regular rides (H&P, Utica Wed.,
terry on Sunday.)
don't know
We’ve tried in the past to increase involvement of members. It is tough to do. I think
more social events may help.
Saturday morning rides from another great location, outside Frederick.

